D
uring the unusually dry summer of 2010 in Lewis County, New York, soil scientists frequently observed rather bizarre, intersecting linear paterns of contrasting plant vigor and growth on cultivated ields (Fig. 1) . The contrasting vegetal paterns were assumed to be the result of intersecting joints or cracks in the underlying limestone, which inluenced plant rooting depths and available soil moisture (Fanning et al., 2010) . It was suspected that the deeper soil in these joints contained suicient moisture to sustain more luxuriant plant growth during drier periods. Similar paterns of enhanced plant growth and density have been observed over rock issures and joints in water-limited ecosystems (Stothof et al., 1999; Zwieniecki and Newton, 1995; Herwitz and Olsvig-Whitaker, 1989) . In Lewis County, the presence of these intersecting paterns, while considered common, was more evident in plants growing in areas of shallow (0-50 cm) and moderately deep (50-100 cm) soils. Fanning et al. (2010) noted that because of their relative abundance and spatial extent, these joint paterns may need to be considered in the design and interpretations of several soil map units. The following summer an opportunity arose to use ground-penetrating radar (GPR) to investigate the cause of these lineations and the structure of the underlying rock. A very brief (1/2 d) study was completed in which GPR was used to cross and scan these lines.
Study Site
The GPR study site is located in the ield pictured in Fig. 1 (75.5571° W, 43.8351° N). The ield is located in the Black River Valley lowland that separates the Ordovician sedimentary rocks of the Tug Hill Plateau (a cuesta) from the Precambrian igneous and metamorphic rocks of the Adirondack Mountains, in northwestern New York (Fig. 2) . The study site is underlain at relatively shallow depths by the Ordovician Trenton Limestone.
During ield work in 2010, lineations were frequently observed in crops growing in areas that were mapped as shallow and moderately deep phases of the Nellis series (coarse-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Eutrudepts). In the Soil Survey Report of Lewis County, the depth to limestone bedrock was reported to All rights reserved. No part of this periodical may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or any information storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing from the publisher.
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